The Maclaurin expansions for Jacobian elliptic functions in the neighborhood of zero modulus (to be called the ^-expansions) are given herein. Since the absolute value of modulus k can be taken as smaller than one without loss of generality, the k expansions in most cases converge faster than similar expansions in the neighborhood of the zero argument [1] (to be called the u-expansions). The relative accuracies of the two types of expansions will be illustrated numerically for several pairs of k and u values and by taking equal numbers of terms in the computation. The k expansions also provide for the information, in a fundamental way, as to how the Jacobian functions vary with the change of modulus. The information may be useful in the study of damped non-linear vibrations.
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It follows upon evaluating these derivatives at <i> = 0 and noting that <f> = k ,
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Expansions for other Jacobian functions can be generated from the relations between these functions and sn. The results are given explicitly up to A:4 in the following:
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